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ABSTRACT

Visual interpretat ion of high-resolut ion images is an important tool because

digital  processing techniques do not completely replace the human capacity of

understanding spatial  features over an image. System corrected images present

internal geometries that are compatible to medium scale works, but

photographic processing can introduce smal l-scale changes for the whole

image. Therefore, a sequence of heurist ic local adjustments is usual ly carr ied

out by interpreters with the purpose of transferr ing image information onto the

topographic map that represents the GIS database. As a consequence, the

result ing thematic database is badly georeferenced. This work presents two

alternat ives, which were used for the georeferencing of TM-LANDSAT

photographic products intended to detect and control the deforestat ion process

over the Brazi l ian Amazon.
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Introduction

Geodetic Accuracy of TM-LANDSAT imagery

System corrected TM-LANDSAT pictures st i l l  represent basic products for

various environmental research projects. Although ful ly corrected images are

preferable, they are not so widely used for visual interpretat ion mainly due to

their processing costs. Instead of using them, it  is less expensive and more

common to use system corrected ones. Many studies were presented in the last

two decades showing geometr ic correct ion procedures and the results of

geometric evaluations over LANDSAT images.

Welch, Jordan, and Ehlers (1985) presented a geometric evaluation of system

corrected digital  TM data. Internal accuracy of around 30m was obtained using

ground control points extracted from large-scale maps. They emphasized the

need of having image coordinates of control points within 1 pixel of accuracy.

Machado e Si lva and d’Alge (1986) showed sl ight ly dif ferent results – 40m – for

the internal accuracy in a simi lar geometric evaluation procedure over

1:1,000,000 TM diaposit ives. This discrepancy could be explained by less

accurate image coordinates. It was not possible to ensure 1 pixel of accuracy

for control points determined over those photographic products.

Similar geometric evaluation reports were presented by Borgeson, Batson, and

Kiefer (1985) and by d’Alge (1987). Al l  these works comment, in some extent,

on the inf luence of control point accuracy on geometric correct ion models and

geometric evaluation results, and also agree that 1:100,000 must be considered

the largest scale for the use of TM images.

Besides this fact, there is an important source of errors that can easi ly affect

the geometry of a photographic product. Successive enlargements performed by

precise photographic equipment must not introduce local distort ions, but can

originate a general scale discrepancy. Therefore, the photointerpreter wi l l

probably deal with some small  matching problems whi le trying to perfect ly

register the whole scene over a cartographic base. For example, the base is a
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1:250,000 scale map and the interpreter has a 1:248,600 scale image. This

work assumes this hypothesis, discusses the conventional approach for visual

interpretat ion, and presents alternatives aiming at an accurate input of image

content into a GIS database.

Conventional photointerpretat ion procedures

It is convenient to explain what is meant here as conventional

photointerpretat ion. Photointerpretat ion means a set of procedures that

represent the human capacity of understanding and extract ing features from an

analog image. The term ‘conventional’ carr ies the meaning of absence of GIS or

computer cartography technologies. In other words: a cartographer receives a

paper overlay with image features and has to design and draw a map manual ly.

A typical working session is assumed as an example. Suppose a forest engineer

is interested in mapping the extension of deforestat ion in a national park which

appears entirely on a 1:250,000 topographic map and consider the existence of

a nominal 1:250,000 TM-LANDSAT color composite covering the park. In the

f irst step map corners and basic features such as r ivers and roads are

transferred to a transparent paper sheet (overlay). Next, this overlay is

superimposed over the image and registered by means of common r ivers and

roads. The interpreter then starts the procedure of extract ing and drawing

what is of interest. This s ituat ion requires the image and the map to have the

same map project ion. Moreover, the image must be precisely at 1:250,000.

Unfortunately this condit ion is rarely achieved. The interpreter can not perform

a precise matching between image and map. The tradit ional solut ion for this

problem is the use of local adjustments. The more image scale dif fers from

1:250,000, the larger is the number of required local adjustments. Although

this method is a val id procedure under the absence of GIS or computer

cartography faci l i t ies, i ts basic character ist ic is the subject iv ity in def ining the

sequence and number of local adjustments. It is impossible for a second

interpreter to perform exact ly the same registrat ion between image and map.
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Confl ict with an accurate GIS database

The idea of accuracy in a GIS database is strongly related to the capabi l i ty of

evaluating errors in every step of the current processing. This means, for

instance, that the l ineage of a map has to be known in order to est imate its

accuracy. If  map inconsistencies and their sources are known, i t  wi l l  be feasible

to use a mathematical model to correct them.

The digit iz ing of a map can be use as a good example in this discussion. One

operation that precedes (or fol lows, depending on the system) digit iz ing is the

establ ishment of the relat ion between map and digit iz ing table coordinates. An

aff ine transformation is usual ly used for this purpose (Burrough, 1986). This

funct ion also acts as a rel iable model to correct map errors, in case these

errors represent the effects of rotat ions, translat ions, and scale changes. But

who knows the result of applying such model over a map without l ineage

documentat ion? How does an aff ine funct ion act over that overlay produced by

successive subject ive local adjustments? It is very dif f icult to get a reasonable

answer. One can just bel ieve that everything is correct.

This is the basic confl ict.  An overlay produced by the conventional

photointerpretat ion technique can not be perfect ly modeled by any algorithm,

because it  is impossible to represent by mathematical funct ions al l  those

heurist ic adjustments the interpreter made. Then it  is very hard to assess the

accuracy of the result ing digit iz ing data. If  the idea is to produce an accurate

GIS database, one must avoid generat ing that kind of overlay as an input data

source.

Proposed methodologies

Amazonia deforestat ion database

The Amazonia deforestat ion database is a project carr ied out by INPE that

contains ful l  information on the deforestat ion process for the years 1975, 78,

85, 88, 89, 90, and 91. ‘Legal Amazonia’ as def ined by the Brazi l ian
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Constitut ion, 1988, includes the states of Acre, Amapá, Maranhão (west of

44 oW), Amazonas, Mato Grosso, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima, and Tocantins.

LANDSAT images have been used as a basis for monitor ing each deforested

area. The database, comprised of 1:250,000 map sheets, is organized in blocks

of 1 o  of lat i tude by 1.5o  of longitude. These blocks are individual projects for

purposes of data digit iz ing, analysis, and plott ing of maps. Besides the

1:250,000 map sheet part i t ion, the study area can be subdivided in dif ferent

non-overlapping cel ls that cover the whole area (Meira Fi lho, 1991):

-  subdivis ion by state;

-  subdivis ion by municipal i ty;

-  subdivis ion by nominal LANDSAT 4/5 scene;

-  subdivis ion by nominal LANDSAT 1/2/3 scene;

-  subdivision by vegetation classes.

The database was constructed using SGI, a geographic information system

developed in the Image Processing Divis ion of INPE, which runs on IBM-PC

compatible microcomputers. Some new funct ions were added to the basic

software to improve error control l ing and to provide faster processing. An

example is the automatic def init ion of nominal LANDSAT cel ls given a

1:250,000 map sheet ( intersect ion of two dif ferent subdivis ions). Figure 1

shows a typical intersect ion between nominal LANDSAT scenes and a 1:250,000

map sheet.

Figure 1 – Nominal LANDSAT cel ls
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The automatic def init ion of the nominal LANDSAT cel ls is fol lowed by a polygon

overlay operat ion that takes into account the subdivis ion by states. The

result ing infolayer contains the so cal led basic cel ls, as shown in f igure 2.

Figure 2 – Basic cells

Thematic information extracted from LANDSAT images – forest physiognomy,

anthropogenic act ion, and cloud cover – is recorded within each map sheet for

each basic cel l .  The date of the image is assigned as an attr ibute for both

anthropogenic act ion and cloud cover, because they are t ime-dependent

parameters. The analysis of the LANDSAT images in conjunct ion with the

vegetation map of Brazi l  al lowed the separation of four classes of forest

physiognomy: primary forest, secondary forest, non-forest, and water bodies

(Meira Fi lho, 1991).

As descr ibed before, the conventional photointerpretat ion approach was

considered unf it  regarding an accurate insert ion in the database of the

information extracted from LANDSAT images. Both methods #1 and #2, whose

descript ions fol low, are based on the same alternative photointerpretat ion

procedure. The method consists in avoiding that f i rst conventional step of

transferr ing map corners, r ivers, and roads from map to overlay prior to image

content extract ion. The interpreter acts direct ly over the image without any

information from the cartographic base. Besides the basic information

(anthropogenic act ion, forest physiognomy, and cloud cover), r ivers and roads

are also extracted from the image. These features provide the control points
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that are used by methods #1 and #2. The idea is to produce an overlay that is

a perfect copy of the image in terms of geometry, al lowing the model ing of

image content through an aff ine transformation during digit iz ing.

Method #1

Method #1 can be considered as a ‘direct’ input of image content (overlay) into

the 1:250,000 map sheet projects. The process starts with an approximate

subdivis ion of the whole overlay by map sheets, as shown in f igure 3.

Figure 3 – Overlay divided by map sheets

This approximate part i t ion is carr ied out by a dif ferent group than that of

photointerpreters and has the object ive of select ing road intersect ions and

river confluences for control points. This method requires a minimum set of

four control points for each individual subdivis ion. This number of control

points represents the minimum requirement to produce a least square

est imation of the parameters of an aff ine transformation. The existence of one

set of control points for each subdivis ion explains why the method is cal led

‘direct’. Each subdivis ion of the overlay is mapped direct ly into the

corresponding map sheet project, as i l lustrated in f igure 4.

Figure 4 – Direct mapping with dif ferent sets of control points
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As this method deals with approximate subdivis ions, overlay data are digit ized

exceeding the boundaries of the cel ls that they are mapped into. The last step

is then an automatic c l ipping procedure to determine al l  intersect ions between

l ines and cel l  boundaries (nodes) and to delete exceeding arcs. Figure 5 shows

this situation.

Figure 5 – Cl ipping procedure

Method #2

Method #2 is a variat ion of the f irst one and can considered as an ‘indirect’

method. Instead of using dif ferent sets of control points, only one set is

required for the whole image overlay. Again, due to least square est imation of

parameters,  a minimum set of four control points is required. The entire

overlay is digit ized and stored in a temporary f i le, which is further use for the

transference of data into the map sheet projects. Therefore, the method is

cal led ‘indirect’. Figure 6 i l lustrates the situation of control points in this

method.

Figure 6 – Indirect method and control points
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Overlay data are stored in the temporary f i le in terms of digit iz ing table

coordinates (e. g.,  mm) and are mapped into each map sheet project by means

of the geodetic coordinates of the control points through an aff ine

transformation. The last step in this method is also the cl ipping procedure

previously described.

Comparison between methods

The f irst important discussion is associated with the number of required control

points. Method #1 is total ly dependent on the intersect ions between the

nominal LANDSAT WRS grid and the 1:250,000 map sheet part i t ion. Hence it

makes use of a large number of control points, amounting to a minimum of 16

in the example of f igure 4. This requirement is dif f icult ( impossible in most

situat ions) to achieve in some regions of the Amazon. Sometimes the task of

f inding control points is not feasible because some nominal LANDSAT cel ls are

too small .  Method #2 only needs one set of control points for the whole image.

It is then more suitable for regions where it  is dif f icult to identi fy control

points.

As the Amazonia database is organized by 1:250,000 map sheet projects,

method #1 is more straightforward for the digit izer, who reasons to f inish the

current project before start ing another one. People who worked as digit izers

were reluctant to adopt method #2. They preferred method #1 and used

method #2 only for regions with few control points.

Method #2 provides digital copies for al l  image overlays produced by

photointerpretat ion, al lowing dif ferent groups to work on the insert ion of image

information into the database. This is not possible with method #1, because

paper overlays must be used.

Conclusion

Both methods produced accurate results and are more suitable than the

conventional procedure, but method #2 provides a better organizat ion of the
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tasks involved. Moreover, i t  has the advantage of requir ing just one set of

control points for the entire image.

The idea of using these alternative procedures is strongly related to the

purpose of creat ing an accurate database including deforestat ion extent.

Methods presented in this paper are to be considered as part of current efforts

in two important GIS research topics: accuracy of spatial  databases and

integrat ion between remote sensing and GIS.
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